Abstract :The authors expose some useful efficient techniques for Boundary Integral Equations in application package development. Problems particular to BIE techniques are solved : -Physical singularity in geometry corners where uniqueness of normal flux density cannot be obtained. A double flux formulation gives the exact values of flux.
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EFFICIENT TECHNIQUES FOR BOUNDARY

INTRODUCTION
Boundary Integral Equation methods have been theoritically developed during past years 111. However a set of problems particular to this technique have been exposed by some authors and these must be resolved in order to develop packages for potential problems.
PHYSICAL SINGULARITIES
The BIE technique requires two unknowns on each point of the mesh : normal flux density and potential. The potential value is continuous on the boundary, flux or related quantities have not a unique value on geometry corners. Some authors 11 I take a unique value associated with an average of the normal to the boundary, others take a constant value of flux on each finite element of the mesh 121, others consider two physically separate points to describe the corner 131.
By 
SOLID ANGLE COMPUTATION
In BIE methods the diagonal terms of matrix expression are formed from the value of solid angle on this point of the boundary. Some experiments have shown that the value of this angle had to be expressed with a very good accuracy : a few percent error makes the calculation divergent. This coefficient c can be automatically computed by noting : where G i s the Green function associated with the Laplacian operator.
The term has to he computed for matrix generation, the extra computation time for integral evaluation is in fact very low.
This automatic computation appears very useful when approximating a curved boundary by parabolic segments : false angular points appear at each junction of these segments ( fig. 3 ) . -Po is the starting point.
-on P, field and potential are computed; -linear correction gives point P,' on equipotential line;
-if necessary a second (quadratic) correction is computed ...
-and so on step to step. This technique allows the plotting of an equipotential line with a good accuracy with a small number of field evaluations.
CONCLUSION
These techniques give excellent results with BIE methods. Association of these methods with variational formulations and finite element solutions is now possible. It would also be possible to solve non linear problems efficiently.
